Successful MBA Graduate Case Study
Situation
In graduate school James W. had a reputation as a good communicator, hard worker and also
to some of the other students James was a mentor. But when it came to his own career James
was the one in need of help. He was determined to make a career move, but he always found
himself getting in his own way and second guessing himself. He wasn’t sure the best way to go
about making that move. After hearing Coach Kevin present to his MBA class, he scheduled a
strategy session.
Coach Kevin Tucker
Coach Kevin was able to offer James both coaching around getting out of his own way as well
as introducing specific tools and approaches to present his limited experience in the best
possible way and identify his uniqueness amongst a sea of similar candidates.
Result
James used the tools he learned from his sessions with Coach Kevin to market himself. He
knew what to do and say to land his next position as a Health Care professional.
“Kevin, I got the job-thanks so much for your help!” -James W., recent MBA graduate, Gilbert,
AZ
“Kevin, thanks! - I appreciate the help. I'm happy with my resume, and once I can land an
interview, I know I'll get the job!” -Audrey W., Web Designer/Multimedia Developer, East
Lansing, MI
“As a total stranger, Kevin uplifted me with words of wisdom, encouragement, provided
successful tips and most of all motivating me to know my worth.” -Karmariah J., New Brunswick,
NJ
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